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Basic Training Tips 

 

A positive life attitude may not solve all your 

problems, but can irritate the others, so it's worth a 

try 

 

Today we have a workout on pumping the chest muscles. 

 

Dumbbell bench press lying 

 

The basic exercise for muscles of the chest, which can 

and should be done at the beginning of training, before 

benching barbells - this bench dumbbells lying. 

Incidentally, this is one of the most important 

exercises in training karate and boxing, thus can 

increase strength and power of the side and straight 

punches. Do not neglect this exercise and if you want 

to achieve a visual effect - the maximum separation of 

the right and left half of the breast mass and capacity 

of the pectoralis major. 

 

 

You will need a flat bench and two dumbbells (with 

weights, be careful and increase gradually).  

Starting position: Lie on the bench so that the head, 

shoulders and buttocks are pressed as tightly as 

possible, and the feet rested on the floor shoulder 



 

 

width apart. Take dumbbells. The angle of the elbow 

from the inner side must be 90 degrees. Now bend your 

elbows, lift the dumbbells up to your chest and exhale 

squeeze the dumbbells up, slightly reducing them to the 

center. Your arms should be straightened not until the 

end, so as not to burden the elbow, and dumbbells - 

come into contact with each other over the middle of 

the chest. 

 

 

When at the highest point, make a small pause - and 

begin to repeat. 

 

 

Do not forget about the simple but very important 

rules: 

 

     Do not bend your lower back - so you do not merely 

shift the main burden from the top and middle of the 

chest at the bottom, but also the risk of injury. 

     Dumbbell weight should be less than the weight of 

the rod with which you are used to perform a bench 

press. This is because the raised and lowered by two 

dumbbells clearly important given path symmetrically 

and this requires a balance. 

 

Perform four sets of 12 repetitions each. 

 

 

After benching dumbbells lying you can go to the press 

of a bar. To shift the burden toward the chest muscles, 

hold the barbell wide grip and make sure that the neck 

was exactly over the middle of the chest. Perform four 

sets of 12 repetitions. 

 

 

Cultivation of dumbbells 

 

This exercise is to be performed at the end of a 

workout on the muscles of the chest, after you have 



 

 

worked bench with dumbbells and barbells. It fits all - 

both masters and beginners in the sport. Cultivation of 

dumbbells can assist you in forming a pronounced upper 

part of the pectoralis major muscle. Number approaches 

- the same as in the previous exercises. 

 

 

Sit on a bench with a dumbbell at an angle of 45 

degrees. Slightly bend your elbows and lock them in 

this position. Raise your hands up. The palms should be 

looking at each other. Throughout the exercise, try to 

even the minimum bend or straighten your elbows. 

 

On the inhale slowly dilute the dumbbells in hand, on 

the exhale - is reduced. It would seem, what could be 

easier? But there are some nuances. At the top of the 

arches of the hand is not to late to chest muscles all 

the time remained in suspense. In turn, the low point 

not dilute hands too - otherwise earn injured shoulder 

joint. 

 

Avoid common mistakes: if you have planted your hands 

as low as possible, this will not mean that you better 

stretch out the chest muscles. This is a dangerous 

myth, and the structure of our body to the explanation: 

the chest muscles are already stretched. If you get 

lower - to the shoulder joint like the hand position is 

far from natural and the risk of serious injury 

increases significantly. 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Boxing CrossFit will allow you not only to bring the 

body in perfect shape, but also to make an impact 

quickly and accurately in a very short time. The most 



 

 

effective exercises for circuit training picked up in 

the sport of boxing masters. 

 

An important condition: all the exercises must be 

performed by 30 seconds in the three-minute rounds, 

with maximum acceleration and the change of hands. 

 

Boxing biceps 

 

For this exercise you will need two dumbbells. The 

weight is chosen based on their level of preparedness: 

five-kilogram suit beginners and more experienced 

athletes - dumbbells 10-15 kilograms. Starting position 

- legs slightly bent at the knees, the hand is in a 

relaxed state to its knees. Undermining foot gives it 

the acceleration and sent to the uppercut. When you 

learn to be undermined without the swing arm, keeping 

the elbow back, your fists fly at a target quickly, 

like a rocket. 

 

The cornerstone of the biceps pumping for boxing is 

that dumbbell gets maximum acceleration at the 

beginning. As soon as she moves, is relaxing, and in 

the last phase of the need to slow down, so the 

dumbbell is not "flying away". 

 

To emphasize once more: all the power necessary to make 

the work with maximum acceleration. For comparison: How 

to download bodybuilders and bodybuilders? Their 

mission - to tire the muscles, and then to inflate 

them. Boxers technique is fundamentally different. We, 

on the contrary, have to swing fast. 

 



 

 

 

 

How to die the moment 

 

When you jump out and substitute one leg under the body 

weight, you're in the moment of landing your weight. 

Often in the hall come the guys who squat almost with 

the weight of 200 pounds, and start doing this and then 

instantly die. And it is the emergence of the kinetic 

energy and provides what is much needed in boxing 

explosion - short and effective. 

 

This exercise involved all leg muscles, including the 

biceps and buttock. Transverse and frontal - to perform 

both types of exercises to 30 seconds. Try not to touch 

the hands feet and keep them in his fists chin. 

 

Exercise young Tyson 

 

Starting position - sat down, into the slope like Tyson 

in his time dodging the big guys (he literally was 

falling down to the knee, and then fired off his 

uppercut or side - almost like a cannon). Beginners do 

exercises with dumbbells weighing from 5-10 pounds. 



 

 

Those who are not in the room the first day - from 20-

30 kilograms. 

 

Why is it necessary to strive for a weight? When you 

learn to get up with him, without the dumbbells you 

will need a distance of just 5 centimeters to knock out 

the opponent, as it forms the ability to free exercise 

weight instantly and without the swing. 

 

Weakest link as an indicator of strength 

 

Reinforced law in Boxing: we beat so powerful, how 

strong is our weakest link. And since most of the brush 

is weak, then it is we need to pump - regularly and 

systematically, with large weights and growing trend. 

For example, you picked up the weight for 5-6 reps, and 

were able to make exercise of 12-15 reps - then it's 

time to increase the weight. And so on to infinity. 

Normal rate of force forearms: 50 kilograms on the 

brush for a fighter weighing 60-70 pounds. This is an 

excellent result, which means that you are fighting for 

half a ton, and your every blow - KO.  

 

Start with that weight with which you can do 5-6 reps. 

But remember that the load must be varied. If you will 

continue to work with the utmost weight, then you will 

need to recover two or three days. Also, do not forget 

about the push-ups on fists - they will no longer break 

your wrist during impact. 



 

 

 

Press as the cornerstone 

 

In any workout program should be abdominal exercises. 

You can perform them after the main work in the hall, 

but never forget about them. 

 

Effective exercise book: the buttocks and lumbar lie on 

the floor, with the shoulder blades and heels touching 

the flooring is not recommended - otherwise no effect 

will be. Attention! Try not to pull the head to the 

feet (this is a common mistake beginners). Bend 

themselves abdominal muscles - figuratively speaking, 

pounding his chest to groin. At this moment, the 

highest voltage and allow the construction of this 

press. 



 

 

 

 

Another abdominal exercises - the corners on the 

crossbar. Grasp the bar ordinary enough. Pull the legs 

to the bar, and take them out to the sides - this 

includes work obliques, important for the slopes and 

breathing (and besides doing press spotless). Lower the 

legs are not in one fell swoop, and certainly after a 

pause. Try to keep the area as long as possible. 

 

Training should enable you to achieve that in any 

three-minute cycle you feel perfectly - such a fighter 

in the ring will be invincible. 

 

 

 

 

. 

  



 

 

 
 

 

In life, everyone who is somehow connected with sports 

hall, something similar happens: stay in their results 

on some dead point, and further progress is not. So 

it's time to diversify the training process. And here 

comes to help the cluster method. 

 

Step by step 

 

World champions in karate and CrossFit training promise 

exercising on such a scheme, you will soon get out from 

the pit. So, what is the essence of the cluster method? 

 

Suppose you have a limit - for example, the maximum 

weight with which you can with small breaks to rest do 

three sets of three consecutive squats each. Taking the 

clustering technique, you squat with your maximum 

weight once - but every ten seconds, do one more unit 

crouching - and so five times. This will be one set, or 

one cluster. You can make three such clusters in total 

instead of a 15 squats with a maximum weight, whereas 

before habitual exercise (three sets of three squats) 

holds only 9. 



 

 

 

Very small intervals of rest and frequent repetitions 

give the same result in efficiency, as if you were 

working with a weight that you used to be not capable. 

You become stronger in less time. With the help of 

cluster training you can increase the number of 

executions absolutely in any exercise. 

 

A few words about squats 

 

 
 

 

However, before we take up the post, you are urged to 

master air squats. Practicing them four times a week, 

you engage the muscles of the quadriceps, hamstring and 

gluteal muscles. 

 

Starting position - feet shoulder width apart, toes 

turned outwards. Crouching, throw your hands in front 

of him to balance and be sure to hold your back 

straight - to this point look ahead and keep the chin 

slightly raised. Loins should be arched, pelvis 

retracted. Try to keep your thighs fell below the level 

of the knees. In any case, do not allow the torso 

forward and do not let your knees move - a bodily 



 

 

injury will likely occur. Getting up, straighten your 

knees and hips and keep the weight on your heels. Start 

with ten air squats, focusing on technique and then do 

two sets of 50 squats. 

 

Try to perform squats ‘pistol’, or squat on one leg, in 

turn - on the left and on the right. Squatting on one 

leg, a second terminal ahead. If you are showered on 

the side or even fall, allowed to start with one hand 

to hold on to the wall bars. Try to perform seven 

squats ‘pistol’ on each foot. 

 

 

 

 

 

Effective exercises with weights in CrossFit and 

weightlifting - countless tell about one of the most 

challenging and important. 

 

Push rod - competitive exercise program weightlifting 

at the Olympics. It combines the taking of the bar to 

the chest and push. 



 

 

 

Starting position - barbell on the floor, legs - on the 

width of the pelvis. Perform squats and grab bar closed 

grip (with closed-grip fingers cover the thumb), not 

forgetting to bring the shoulders slightly forward, 

keep your back straight and lower back - in the bend 

position. Begin to quickly straighten legs - so the bar 

is on the level of the lower leg. 

 

Continue to actively straighten and legs, and torso, 

and you leave on your toes - this is so undermining the 

rod, or explosive acceleration, which is possible 

thanks to the work of the leg muscles and back. 

 

 

After blasting push the barbell up, and when it reaches 

the level of the eyes, follow the barbell, keeping your 

back arched. As soon as possible get up and body keep 

upright. 

 

Run a small crouch and energetic, strong movement of 

legs push the barbell up, on straight arms while 



 

 

performing, or, in other words, throw one leg forward, 

the other - back. 

 

 

 

 

Another technique: The legs are parallel to each other, 

like on rails, front leg forms an obtuse angle, toe 

slightly turned inwards, the back leg is bent and is on 

the toe, which looks at a set of front thigh forms a 

right angle at 90 degrees. Barbell, hands, elbows, hip 

- everything should be on one line. 

 

Hone technique and performing a push rod, you can get 

to work all muscle groups. 

 

 

 



 

 

Meals during training 

 

 

Photograph. Vegetables, a glass of skimmed organic milk 

and a measuring tape 

 

The army continues to develop the theme of sports 

nutrition. How to calculate your rate of power within 

training. 

 

Gainer before and after 

 

The coach is sure: if you have not eaten for some time 

before training, and soon after, the usefulness of all 

of your physical exertion markedly reduced. 

 

By trying to perform a large load on the last penny, 

you just overstrain your body and sense will be zero. 



 

 

It is same following training. Your body is tired, it 

is vital to fill the strength to recover. But if you do 

not receive the necessary protein and carbohydrates, 

how will you recover? Rather, it will be destroyed, and 

your training will make you only weaker. 

 

Prepare yourself a protein shake or gainer before and 

after a workout - it's very fast and easy. Index - to 

pick up a sports supplement. And best of all with a 

qualified professional. 

 

Train more than eat 

 

One of the most frequently asked questions: Will I get 

better, if I include in my diet sports supplements? 

 

It all depends on how much you exercise and how much 

eat. If you have the rate of 20 blocks, and you ate 25, 

then why be surprised to find on the sides of those 

extra pounds?  

 

Normal ordinary active woman - 2000 calories per day. 

This should be the right balance of proteins, fats and 

carbohydrates. If you eat some fat to the body it would 

be too hard. Prefer some proteins - that, contrary to 

popular opinion, too little useful. Body needs quick 

energy, and carbohydrates. 

 

In such CrossFit used daily ratio: 30% protein, 30% fat 

and 40% carbohydrate. This is a standard scheme. How 

can you start to gain weight from eating sports 

nutrition? Of course, it is high-calorie, it contains a 

large number of proteins. Now imagine: you overeat in 

the evening, and during the day is not averse to eat 

well, plus to all this you add the sports nutrition. 

That's when you start to gain weight. And then it does 

not matter how much you exercise, because you do not 

spend more energy than eaten. 

 

 



 

 

Diet for cubes 

 

At night you must consume 2000 calories - just to 

support the functioning of the organism. For example, 

karate training spends on average from 400 to 600 

calories. If you shock some training, then these 1500 

add 400-600 calories, and it will be your calories per 

day. If you exceed this rate by 1000 calories, besides 

doing it every day, then do not be surprised that you 

are smashed. Sports nutrition is useful when you are 

doing a really active lifestyle. But if you eat more 

than the exercise, it will do you harm. 

 

It's like that to take the vessel into which on the one 

hand the water flows in and out of the other - follows. 

If the water goes more than spilled, it will gain a 

more and more - up until just will not burst. If you 

are used to eat a lot, but today, for some reason, not 

training, then trim your daily requirement of calories. 

All this is not so difficult, if you look, but requires 

willpower and a lot of time. But if your goal - to lose 

weight or, conversely, to gain muscle mass, you have to 

do it all: cook your own food, moderately and eat 

right, drink sports nutrition (not instead of the main 

meal), and, of course, exercise.  
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